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Editorial

Dear industry partners,

In these challenging times, all of us at Gower Street felt it was our duty to support the
theatrical industry by doing what we do best: use data to understand where we are
right now, look for ways to objectively measure recovery andmake recommendations
on the steps we have to take to accelerate it.

This report was created by the following Gower Street Labs team members:

• Thomas Beranek, Chief Analyst
• Lora Bogdanova, Box Office Analyst
• Tom Lashley, Senior Box Office Analyst
• Rob Mitchell, Director, Theatrical Insights
• Irina Preda, Data Scientist
• Jamie Tonks, Senior Research Analyst
• Michael Tsardakas, Lead Data Scientist

On our website at gower.st/reports you can buy the latest reports or you can purchase
subscriptions to receive them regularly. Please get in touch if you have any specific
comments or questions.

Best Regards,
Dimitrios Mitsinikos

Founder & CEO, Gower Street Analytics

Data Sources

Our source for theatrical data is Comscore Movies.

We have found that the best source for epidemiological data for COVID-19 is the
John Hopkins University website. They started tracking the progress of the disease
by country on January 22 on a daily basis and they make the data available in CSV
formats.

Main page: bit.ly/GSA_JHU
Dashboard: bit.ly/GSA_JHU_dashboard
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State of the Global Theatrical Industry

Positive audience reactions to GUARDIANSOF THEGALAXY, VOL. 3 delivered a strong
second weekend adding an estimated $153.9 million globally for a total of $530.3 mil-
lion. After just two weekends the film has already rocketed past the final total of
2023’s earlier Marvel release ANT-MAN AND THE WASP: QUANTUMANIA ($471m).

In contrast to many recent MCU releases, the latest GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY
enjoyed fantastic holds in many markets. The Domestic market opened #1 globally
with an estimated $286.5 million. The Domestic market dropped -48% in week 2, the
best second weekend of any post-Covid MCU title. QUANTAMANIA nosedived 70% in
week 2 earlier this year, while all three of last year’s MCU releases dropped in the 60%
range: DOCTOR STRANGE IN THE MULTIVIERSE OF MADNESS (-67%), THOR: LOVE
AND THUNDER (-68%), BLACK PANTHER: WAKANDA FOREVER (-63%).

International markets showed a similar picture, collectively dropping only -40% in
week 2. The hold in China (-29%) arguably offers arguably the most positive news
given the struggle of recent US imports in that market. With major franchise offer-
ings, that in the past would have expected big things from the Chinese market, this is
a very good sign just as FAST X enters themarket (previewing in China from Tuesday).

Other impressive international holds included: Chile (-14%), Austria (-15%), Germany
and Australia (both -31%), New Zealand, Singapore, and Argentina (all -33%), Portugal
and Panama (both -35%), Italy and South Africa (both -36%), Taiwan (-37%), Brazil
(-38%), Spain (-39%), France (-40%), Mexico (-41%), UK/Ireland and UAE (both -42%),
Colombia and Peru (both -43%), South Korea, Hong Kong, and Malaysia (all -45%),
Ecuador (-46%), and the Netherlands (-49%). Of course, heavier drops are expected
on the Marvel film this forthcoming weekend as the next in this summer’s mighty
roster of potential blockbusters zooms into view: FAST X!

Meanwhile THESUPERMARIOBROS.MOVIE continued to drawbig audiences inweek
6, adding an estimated $38.3 million globally for just shy of $1.21 billion. That total
puts MARIO at #24 in the all-time global release chart. Having now overtaken MIN-
IONS it is also the biggest ever release for animation studio Illumination and the #4
highest-grossing animated film of all-time worldwide, behind FROZEN II ($1.454bn),
FROZEN ($1.285bn), and INCREDIBLES 2 ($1.243bn). The top 5 international markets
are Mexico ($82.3m), UK/Ireland ($63.5m), Japan ($60.15m, which has played three
fewer weeks than most markets), France ($51.5m), and Germany ($49.9m).

GUARDIANS and MARIO were the dominant two titles in most markets but there was
also a notable week-2 performance from Indian thriller 2018 which expanded release.
The Malayalam title was up +361% in week 2 in UK/Ireland, expanding from 24 to 159
locations, but jumped an equally impressive +130% in Saudi Arabia without significant

expansion (going from16 to 19 locations). In UAE, where it lost a few locations inweek
2 (going from 43 to 40) it still saw business up +2% week-on-week and claimed #1
away fromGUARDIANSOF THEGALAXY, VOL. 3 -making UAE the onlymarket tracked
in this report where theMarvel film opened #1 but failed to hold that position inweek 2.

-$1.2bn

-$0.5bn

-$1.5bn

Total 
-$3.1bn

by GOWER STREET ANALYTICS

Global total GBO Gains and Losses (in $B)

The three featured graphics display how business tracked in 2023 in the Domestic
market, in China, and internationally (excluding China), with focus not only on global
cumes but also where the losses came from.

The market share of global cinemas operating currently stands at 88%.
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by GOWER STREET ANALYTICS

Global GBO* Cume (in $B)

As of May 13, Gower Street estimates that global box office in 2023 currently stands
at approximately $12.1 billion. This is tracking 34% ahead of 2022 at the same stage
($9.05bn), and is -20% behind the average of the last three pre-pandemic years (2017-
2019).

China has fallen behind its pre-pandemic three-year average (-13%) having been +2%
at the end of Q1. Germany has also once again fallen behind (-3%), having been +2%
ahead at the close of April. In the EMEA region, the Netherlands (+3%) and Austria
(+7%) remain ahead of their pre-pandemic averages, though gains have shrunk since
the end of April.

Japan has once again reduced its narrow loss against the 2017-2019 average to just
-1%, from -5% a week ago.

In Latin America, Mexico currently stands just -8% behind its pre-pandemic three-year
average.

All major International markets are tracking ahead of 2022. However, English-
language markets UK/Ireland and Australia show a significantly narrower year-on-
year gain (both just +4%) than either other major International territories or indeed the
Domestic market (currently +30% on 2022).
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by GOWER STREET ANALYTICS
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Global % GBO Gains and Losses

The Domestic market is now tracking -28% behind the three-year average. All US
states are tracking up on 2022 with Rhode Island (+39%), and North and South Car-
olina (both +35%) showing the biggest improvement and Utah (+13%) and Wyoming
(+12%) the least. Compared to the pre-pandemic average the strongest performing
states in 2023 are Texas (-19% behind), Nevada and Tennessee (both -22%), while
Vermont shows the biggest gap compared to pre-pandemic years (-48%).

The International market (exc. China) is currently +35% ahead of 2022, while the
deficit compared to the 2017-2019 average is at -19%.

Global cases of the virus have now nearing 690 million (688.3m).
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Regional Trackers
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5-Stage Blueprint to Recovery

Every successful building project must start with a blueprint; before foundations are
laid or a first brick can be set in place.

Everyone across our industry witnessed the devastating impact COVID-19 had around
the world in 2020 and 2021. Its impact continues, though not with the same severity
or consistency. Even so the ebb and flow of cases causes consternation among ner-
vous distributors and resulting changes in the release calendar (as well as changes
to distribution models) cause addition concerns for exhibition.

Though all markets have now re-opened at some point many have seen re-closures,
often multiple times, impacting national and regional box office.

With these constant changes it has never been more important to identify and un-
derstand the signs of potential recovery. It is also vital to reset those signs when
necessary, as well as track sustainability of business in markets that have achieved
important recovery benchmarks.

It is with this in mind that Gower Street created a considered blueprint to recovery,
marking five key and identifiable stages which can be applied on city, county, state,
territory, regional or global scales, depending on your focus:

Stage 1: Open Day
The foundation point at which a significant majority, 80% by market share,
of cinemas are ready to begin operation providing a base from which to
build on.

Stage 2: Base Day
The first day of operation in which box office reaches the lowest day's box
office result from the past two years. This would signify a core audience
willingness to return to cinemas irrespective of the product offering.

Stage 3: Base Week
The first full-week of operation in which box office reaches the lowest
week's box office result from the past two years. This would signify con-
sistency of audience engagement over a minimum period.

Stage 4: Material Week
A significant milestone from which to build on. This would be the first full-
week to achieve a median level of the weekly business seen across the
past two years. This would signify broader customer comfort with return-
ing to the cinema environment and require compelling content to bring
them in.

Stage 5: Recovery Week
Thiswould be aweekwith equivalent performance to those in the top quar-
tile of weekly business in the past two years. This would be dependent on
a robust release calendar.

From this point it would be hoped the market should react as normal, with an ebb and
flow dependent on the release calendar.

However, with reclosers and a still inconsistent calendar we have seen many markets
struggle to maintain consistent levels of business. Ideally, once achieved, a market
should maintain business above a Stage 3 level with frequent Stage 4 play-weeks and
some Stage 5 play-weeks.

To track this we have additionally introduced a market tracker to each market-view
page of the this report. This shows where play-weeks over the past year sit within the
Stage 3-5 target levels.

China was the first market to achieve Stage 5, back in August 2020. Japan also did so
in 2020, while Russia became the first European market to achieve Stage 5 in the first
play-week of 2021 (beginning Dec. 31, 2020). By the close of 2021 all but one (South
Korea) of the 30 major markets tracked in this report had achieved Stage 5. 18 only
did so for the first time in December 2021, including the Domestic market, while UAE
and Colombia only managed it in the final week of November.
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Market Growth Trackers Explained

Eachmarket-specific page of this report features our Growth Trackers; 5 donut graphs
that measure progress towards each of the 5 identified stages of our Blueprint To
Recovery (see previous page for detail). With these donut graphs we aim to help
individual markets measure their own growth and identify others that might provide
planning guidance.

So, how do they work?

The stage 1 donut looks at cinemas open. The outer edge measures normal market
share of the cinemas currently open (in blue) and progress toward the 80% require-
ment (orange). The grey is the remaining 20%.

80% 
MARKET 

SHARE

% OF ALL CINEMAS

% OF MARKET SHARE

LATEST FIGURE FOR CINEMAS 
OPEN BY % OF  MARKET SHARE

STAGE 1 TARGET

Stage 1

The inner edge measures the actual number of open cinemas. Here the blue section
is cinemas reporting; orange is minimum number of cinemas required to hit 80%mar-
ket share in a normal year; grey is total number of cinemas in the market that report
to Comscore.

The latest week’s figures for cinemas open by market share (and the goal) are dis-
played in the donut hole.

CURRENT DAY

HIGHEST DAY POST-OPENING

STAGE 2 TARGETCURRENT DAY RESULT 
TOTAL

CURRENT DAY RESULT % 
OF TARGET REACHED

Stage 2

The stage 2-5 donuts measure box office targets. The donut hole shows the day
(stage 2) or week (stages 3-5) goals alongside the result for the current day or week
and the percentage of the target reached. If the target has been reached then the date
this was first achieved is displayed in the donut hole.

CURRENT WEEK

HIGHEST WEEK POST-OPENING

STAGE 3 TARGETCURRENT WEEK RESULT 
TOTAL

CURRENT WEEK RESULT 
% OF TARGET REACHED

Stage 3

Here, the outer edge of the donut shows the current day or week percentage result.
The inner edge shows the best day or week result recorded so far since recovery
began. This is useful in seeing any regression as well as improvement.

Additionally each market-specific page also features a graph, below the donuts, that
tracks how well each market has sustained its recovery over the past year. Each play-
week showswhich, if any, of the full play-week stages (stages 3-5) have been achieved
and where business is falling short of a ”base” level.
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